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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Rearrangement inequalities compare the value of a function of vector 
arguments with the value of the same function after the components of the 
vectors have been rearranged. The well-known rearrangement inequality of 
Hardy et ul. [6] states that if x = (s,, . . . . .v,?) and y = (J), , . . . . JS,~) are vectors 
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of nonnegative, increasing components and rt = (n( I ), _.., n(n)) is any 
permutation, then 
(1.1) 
In this paper we develop a general theory for obtaining stochastic versions 
of results of this nature. 
In Section 2 we define two new classes of functions and establish preser- 
vation properties of these functions. In Section 3 we introduce the notion 
of stochastically similarly arranged random vectors. We prove that if the 
random vectors (X, Y) are stochastically similarly arranged and the 
function .f’ from R” x R” into R is monotone with respect to a certain 
partial ordering on R” x R”, then for every permutation n: the stochastic 
inequalities 
.f’i x Y 3” J’( x, Y,, , )) . . . . Y,,,,,) B,t ./IX, y,,. . . . . I’, ) 
hold. This is the content of the main theorem, Theorem 3.2 of this paper. 
This result yields a unified way of obtaining stochastic versions of 
rearrangement inequalities. In Section 4 we show that many well-known 
multivariate densities govern stochastically similarly arranged random vec- 
tors. In Sections 5 and 6 we present some illustrative applications of the 
theory to ranking problems, hypothesis testing problems, and con- 
tamination models. For the convenience of the reader a short glossary of 
important terms and concepts is provided in the last section (Section 7). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we introduce definitions and preliminary results used in 
subsequent sections. We begin with some terminology. 
Let S, denote the group of all permutations of { 1, 2,. . . . . II }. An element 
of S,, is denoted by rt = (z(l), . . . . 7-c(n)). Let rr and rc’ be elements of S,,. We 
say that rr’ is a simple transposition of rr if there exist positive integers 
1 <i<,j<n such that n(i)=n’(j)<n’(i)=n(j) and rr(k)=rc’(k) for 
k # i, j. We write this as n: >‘u R’. For x, R’ ES,, we say that R’ is a trans- 
position of x, written rc 2’ R’, if I[ = rc’ or if rc’ can be obtained from x by a 
sequence of simple transpositions. Note that R >‘q rr’ o rc * ~“1~1 R’ ~ ’ where 
i,=n(i)<n(j)=j, and thusn>‘n’orr:~‘>‘rtP’. 
For a vector x E R”, we define xrr to be the vector (-K~,,), . . . . x,,,)). We 
denote by g the vector obtained from x by arranging the components of x 
in increasing order. We say that x’ is a simple transposition of x, written 
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x >‘q x’, if x = Cc and x’ = Gr’, where rt >‘q R’. Similarly we say that x’ is a 
transposition of x, written x 3’ x’, if x = %rt and x‘ = %r’, where R 3’ n’. 
Let (x, y) E R” x R”. The orbit of (x, y) is the set O,,, = 
[(xx, yo): II, (r E S,, 1.. For a vector x E R” the orbit of x is defined similarly. 
Note that in both orderings described above, x and x’ have the same 
orbits. These partial orderings have been studied by Savage [14], 
Lehmann [9], and Hollander et al. [7]. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let (x, y) and (x’, y’) be two elements of R” x R” 
belonging to the same orbit. We say that (x, y) is more .simi/ar/~~ arranged 
than (x’, y’), written (x, y)?” (x’, y’), if there exist rr, CES,, such that 
xn = X’IJ = C and yrr 3’ y’o. 
We write (x,y)=“(x’.y’) if (xqyz)=(x’,y’) for some nES,. We refer 
to this partial ordering of R” x R” as the arrangemerzt ora’rring. This order- 
ing can be applied to elements of S,, x R” or S,, x S,,. In such cases 2 is the 
identity element in S,,. Figure 2.1 illustrates this ordering when k = (1, 2, 3) 
and y = (2. 5, 7). An arrow in the diagram from an element (x, y) to an 
element (x’. y’) means that (x. y ) 3” (x’, y’). 
, ((2, 3, 1). (5. 7, 2)) \ 
/ 
((3.2, 11, (7,2, 5)) 
I 
((I. 2.3). (2. 7, 5)) 
1 x l 
(( 1, 3, 2). (5, 2, 7)) ((2, 1, 3), (2. 7, 5)) 
\4 ((3, 1, 21, (2, 7, 5)) J 
FIG. 2.1. An illustrative arrangement ordering 
We next consider the classes of functions introduced by Hollander et al. 
[7] which are order-preserving with respect to the transposition ordering 
and the arrangement ordering. 
2.2. DEFINITION. (i) A function f’ from R”(S,,) into R is said to be 
decreasing in transposition if x>‘x’ implies .f‘( x ) > ,f’( x’ ) for all 
x, x’ E R”(S,,). (ii) A function ,f’ from R” x R” (S,, x S,, or S,, x R”) into R is 
said to be arrangement increasing if (x, y) 3“ (x’, y’) implies that 
.f(x, y)>j‘(x’, y’) for all (x, y), (x’, y’)~ R”x R” (S,,xS,, or S,,x R”). 
The domain of an arrangement increasing function is sometimes restric- 
ted to a subset A 5 R” x R” (S,, x S,, or S,, x R”). When this is done it is 
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natural to require that A have the property that whenever (x, y) E A, we 
have (xx, yo) for all II. CT E S,,. 
A function ,f’ from R” x R” (S,, x S,, or S,, x R”) into R is called per- 
mutation imariunt if ,f’(x, y) =f’( XX, ye) for (x, y) E R” x R”, n E S,,. We also 
use this terminology to describe a function ,f‘ defined on R” satisfying 
,f‘( xn: ) = .f’( x ) for n: E S,, Arrangement increasing functions are necessarily 
permutation invariant. Proposition 2.3 below gives an equivalent definition 
of an arrangement increasing function. 
2.3. PROPOSITION (Marshall and Olkin [I 1 ] ). A prrmututiorz irztwiant 
,fi.mction f’ from R” x R” (S,, x S,, or S,, x R”) into R is urrungemrnt increas- 
ing lf‘ lmd oni>, if‘,fbr ewr\~ k. tlzr ,fimction f,( y ) = f‘(k, y ) is decreasing it2 
trctrlspositio,l. 
We now define a new class of functions which are very useful in obtain- 
ing stochastic rearrangement inequalities. Let ,f’ be a function of one or 
more vector arguments. Define the d@rrnce operator A;, to be 
~~:‘,.I’(X , , . . . . Xh 1 . . . . x,,,) =.f’(x , , . . . . xi, . . . . x,,,) -.f’(x,. . . . . x;, . . . . x,,,), 
where xI, and xi differ by interchanging the ith and the jth components. 
We drop the superscript (j when it is understood. 
2.4. DEFINITION. A function ,f’ from R” x R” (S,, x S,, or S,, x R”) into R 
is called a positirc set,firnction in urrungement if x >‘I’ x’ and y >‘,I y’ for any 
pair of i< j implies A;A;,J’(x, y) 30, that is, ,f’(x, y)- /‘(x, y’)-,J’(x’, y) + 
/‘lx’. y’ ) 3 0. 
It is clear from the definitions that this class of functions derive, as in the 
case of arrangement increasing functions, from corresponding properties of 
functions on S,,. We make this more precise in the following remark. 
Rtwurh-. (i ) Since ( Z?K, 4~) 2” (TUT’, 50’) o (n, CT) 3” (a’, a’), a function 
/‘(x, y) is arrangement increasing in (x, y) iff ,f’(?&, 90) is arrangement 
increasing in (II, 6) for each fixed x and y. 
(ii) Since %n = x >“‘x’= krc’orr>“J E’, a function ,f’(x, y) is a 
positive set function in arrangement in (x, y) iff ,/‘(Cx, $0) is a positive set 
function in arrangement in (IT. a) for each fixed x and y. 
In Proposition 1.5 below we give the relationship between arrangement 
increasing functions and positive set functions in arrangement. 
2.5. PRoPoSITION. .4 permutution incariant ,fimction ,f‘ .fkom R” x R” 
(S,, x S,, or S,, x R”) into R is u positiur .set jitnction in urrangement if ad 
only if’ f’ ix urrungemerzt increasing. 
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ProoJ: We may assume without loss of generality that I’ is defined on 
S,? x S,. Since f is permutation invariant, f’ is a positive set function in 
arrangement iff .f(r, p) >f(r, p’) whenever t >‘I) r’ and p ;prrf p’ for 
1 6 i < ,j ,< II. 
Let ,I‘ be arrangement increasing. For 1 < i <.j 6 n let rr >“f n’ and 
cr >“I 0’. We need to show that (II, B) 3” (rt, a’) which is equivalent to 
cm -’ 3’ o’n ~-I. Since (r differs from G’ at only the ith and jth components, 
it is clear that we can obtain G’IK ’ from GII ’ by interchanging only two 
components. Let i, = z(i) < x(j) = j, Then cvc ~ ‘(i, ) = CJ( i) < a( j) = o’(i) = 
6’~ ‘(i,) which is equivalent to (TT[ ’ >“]‘I a’~ ‘. Hence ,f’ is a positive set 
function in arrangement. 
Conversely let f‘ be a positive set function in arrangement. We need to 
show that (rr, 0)3” (n,, cr, )*J’(rr, a)>,f’(rc,, (r, ), or equivalently, that 
brt ‘2fb,rr, ’ *.f’K on ’ 1 >.l‘(L Cl n, ’ 1, where I = (1, 2, . . . . II) is the 
identity in S,,. Since cm ’ >‘a,rc, ’ implies that (rrr ’ =(T,x, ’ or 
(rn ’ >“I /I t, >“J~z ... >‘I” ‘i rk >“A _ 1~ + 1 G, rr, ’ for some r,. ..,, rh in S,,. then 
we have 
Thus f’ is arrangement increasing. 1 
1.6. DEFINITION. A function K from (R” x R”) x (R” x R”) ((A’,, x R”) x 
(S,, x R”) ) into R is called an arrangemmt pre.scvGzg krrrzrl if: 
(i) K( u, x; v, y ) is permutation invariant in (u, x) and in (v. y), and 
(ii) if x >“J x’, y >“f y’. II >‘I! u’, and v >‘I’ v’ for any pair of i < j, then 
d:‘d:‘K(u, x; v, y) 3 0. 
This is the condition on the joint density of (X, Y) needed to obtain the 
stochastic version of the rearrangement inequality of Hardy et ul. [6. 
Inequality 1.11. Note that condition (ii ) implies that for all (x, y ) E R” x R”, 
K(u, $; v, Jo) is a positive set function in arrangement in (u, v). 
We show in Theorem 2.8 below that if K is an arrangement preserving 
kernel, then under mild conditions on the measure nr, the function 1’ 
defined by f(~,v)rJ‘~~~(x,y) K( u, x; v. y) m(rix, dy) is arrangement 
increasing whenever g is arrangement increasing. This preservation 
property will be used in obtaining stochastic rearrangement inequalities for 
random vectors (X, Y) whose joint density depends on parameters (u. v ). 
First we present a preservation property of positive set functions in 
arrangement and arrangement preserving kernels. 
Let m denote a measure on the Bore1 a-field of R” x R” such that for all 
permutations I[ and G and all measurable subsets E of R” x R”, we have 
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nl(E) = m { ( XIT, yo): (x, y ) E E I. We call such a measure pertmtatiotz 
invariunt. We also call a measure tn on the Bore1 o-field of R” permutation 
invariant if for all measurable subsets E of R” and all n: E S,, 
m(E)=m{xrr:xEE). 
2.7. THEOREM. Let ttt he u pcrnzutatiotz invariant nzrasure. Let g he u 
positive set ,function in urrangement and let K he an mwmgenlent preserving 
kernel. Then assuwling the integrul exisrs finiteI?%, ,f( u, V) s J{ g( x, y ) 
K(u, X: v, y) tn( dx, dy) is a positive set ,jitncGon in arrangement. 
Proc$ Let A, = AZ and A, = A: for a fixed pair of i < j. We need to 
show that if II, < U, and 11, < t‘,, then 
bm v) = [J’ R(X, y) A,A,K(u, X; V, y) ttl(dx, dy) d 
is nonnegative. Since K is permutation invariant in (u, x), we have 
~- 
II cdx, y) Au/l, K(u, x; v, y) m(dx, dy) “ill- 1, 
-Ii’ g(x, y) A,A,K(u, x’; v. y) m(dx, dy) L \,=,, 
zz 
ii’ g(x, y) A,A, K(u’, x; v, y) tn(dx. dy) I\,- v, 
= -.ii, , x(x, y) ,4”A,K(u, x; v, y) m(dx, dy). 
where .K differs from x’ and u differs from II’ by interchanging the ith and 
jth components. Hence, 
. I’ 
!I g(x. y)A,/lVK(u, x;v. y)ttz(dx, dy)=o. *-xi= \, 
Similarly, 
J-J, _ / g(x, y)A,A,K(u, x;v, y)m(dx, dy)=O. I I 
Next partition [(.Y. ~1): X, # x,, J*, #.I>,) into four subsets j (x, y): s, >s,, 
J’, > J’, ; . ((-~,y):.~,>.r,,?‘,<?‘,], [x,y):.~,<.u,,?‘,>?,,j, and ((x,y): 
X, < .Y,, J‘, <J’, i. By the permutation invariant property of tn and a change 
of variable. we have 
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. d,d,,f‘(ll, v) = !I ,,c\,., <, (g(x,y)d.d,k’(u,x;v,y) / / 
+g(x’, y) d,d,K(u. x’; v. y)+y(x, y’) n,d,K(u, x, v, y’) 
+g(x’, y’) d”d,K(U, x’; v, y’,i tn(rlx, dy,. 
By the permutation invariance of K in (u. x) and in (v. y) we may rewrite 
the above expression as 
it ig(x, y) d”d,K( u, x; v, y) -x(x’, y) d”/f,K(U, x; v. y) “.I,.‘\/. ,,c II 
-s(x. y’) d”._l,K(U, x; v, y) Sg(x’, y’) 3,.4,K(u, x; v, y); tn(dx, t/y) 
= ii [il.LfY‘~(X1 y)][A”A,K(u, x: v, y,] tn(dx, r/y). 
*“I(< \). 1,” // 
Since each expression in brackets is nonnegative by hypothesis, the integral 
is nonnegative. 0 
This result together with Proposition 2.5 yields a preservation theorem 
for arrangement increasing functions which WC prove next. 
2.8. THEOREM. Lrt ttl hr LI pwwtutiot7 irwctrictnt tmawre, ler g he utl 
urrut~getmvl1 inmusing ,Jirnction, and let k’ he ml cumngrtmv~t presrr~ing 
krrtwl. Th assutt~ing rhr intrgrul r.uist.s ,fi’nirr!~~, ,f’(u. v) = J‘S g( x, y) 
K(u. x: v. y) ttl(rh, L/Y) is an arrangement increasing function. 
Proqf By Theorem 2.7. ,/’ is a positive set function in arrangement. 
Hence by Proposition 2.5 it remains to show that 1’ is permutation 
invariant. Let n E S,, and let n ’ be its inverse. Then 
,f’( UR, VR) = i‘l g(x, y) K( UR, x; WC, y ) n1( r/x. dy ) 
=l!‘<m ‘.YR ‘)K(U,XR ‘:v,yrr ‘)m(dx,dy) 
^. 
= !I L ,8x. Y) NW x: v. y) tn(dx, dy, =,f’(u, v) 
by the permutation invariant properties of K. A’, and tn. 1 
Theorem 2.X is the main result of this section. It allows us to obtain 
stochastic versions of many well-known deterministic rearrangement 
inequalities. To see this, let X and Y be a pair of nonnegative random 
vectors with joint density K such that K(XC ‘. yo ’ ) is an arrangement 
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preserving kernel in (rt, x; CJ, y). Then the theorem states that for every 
arrangement increasing function ,f; &f( XA, Y,) is arrangement increasing in 
(rt, a). Since 4 ,f’ is aiso arrangement increasing whenever 4 is an increas- 
ing function from R into R, we have 
f ‘( .I., , . . . . A‘,, ; I-, , ...l Y,,)>/“ .f’iX,, . . . . x,,: Y,,,,. . . . . k.,,,,,) 
3“ f‘( .Y, . . . . . ,Y,,. Y,,, . . . . Y, ) for all R E S,,. 
Let ,f’(x, y) =x;-, .v, J,; then .f’ is arrangement increasing. We see that 
Theorem 2.8 yields a stochastic version of the rearrangement inequality of 
Hardy et ui. [6. Inequality 1.11. We shall show in the next section that we 
can obtain stochastic versions of many other deterministic rearrangement 
inequalities. 
3. STOCHASTIC‘ REARRANGEMENT INEQUALITIES 
In this section we introduce the notion of stochastically similarly 
arranged pairs of random vectors. We prove that if (X, Y) are 
stochastically similarly arranged, then ,f’(X, Y) >‘< ,f(X,, Y,) for all 
arrangement increasing functions “f; where (X,, Y,) is the random vector 
(X,,,,, .... x,,,,,; Y,,,,, -.., Y,,,,,). Using this result we obtain stochastic 
rearrangement inequalities involving the rearrangement of components of 
random vectors. These inequalities contain well-known deterministic 
rearrangement inequalities as special c;tses. 
We begin by defining the notion of stochastically similarly arranged 
random vectors. 
3.1. DEFINITION. We say that (X, Y) are .stochustic.ull~~ sitnilarf~~ 
urrungrtl if there exists a joint density K of (X, Y) with respect to a per- 
mutation invariant measure such that K(XE ‘, ya ‘) is an arrangement 
preserving kernel in (rc, x; C. y). 
Note that K(xrr ‘, yo ‘) is permutation invariant in (n, x) and in ((r, y). 
In order to show that (X, Y) is stochastically similarly arranged, we need 
only verify condition (ii) of Definition 2.6. Section 4 contains many useful 
tools for verifying this condition. 
If the pair of stochastically similarly arranged random vectors (X, Y) is 
degenerate at (a, b) then (u, - a,)(h, - h,) 3 0 for all pairs i, ,j. Suppose we 
have a, < a, and h, > h, for i <,i. Let R = (r = (1, . . . . n), x = a and y’ = b. Then 
x >“I x’. y >“I y’, a >“’ n’, and G>“’ IS’. Since P(X,=x, Y,,=y)= 1 and 
P(X,=x,Y,=y)=P(X,=x,Y,=y)=P(X, =x,Y,.=y)==O,then(X,Y) 
are not stochastically similarly ordered. 
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The converse of the result just above is false. It is possible to construct 
examples where X and Y are both degenerate at a but (X, Y) are not 
stochastically similarly arranged. However, we do have the following 
partial converse: 
Renzark. Let (X, Y) be degenerate at (ti, 6 ). Then (X, Y) are 
stochastically similarly arranged. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let (X, Y) he u pair oj’ stohsticall~ similarly arrurgd 
runthi vectors. If, f is un arrungemcn t increasing fiinction then &f (X, . Y D ) is 
urrangrment increasing in ( x, (r). 
Prooj~ Since ,Ef’(X,, Y,) = jl,t’(x, y) K(xrc ‘, yo ‘) nl(~h, l/y), where A’ 
is the joint density of (X, Y) with respect to a permutation invariant 
measure 111. the result is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.8. 1 
Using Theorem 3.2 we obtain stochastic rearrangement inequalities 
involving the rearrangement of components of random vectors. We show 
that these inequalities contain well-known deterministic rearrangement 
inequalities as special cases. 
3.3. THEOREM. Lrt (X, Y) he stochastimll~~ .sinzilurl~~ urrunged Thrn the 
jidlon~ing stochustic. ineyliulities hid for all permutations x: 
i min(X,, Y,)2“ fi min(,r,, Y,,,,)3” fi min(X,. Y,, ,+,); (3.2) 
i- I ,--I 
(A-,, Y,) 2” i min(.k,, Y,,,,) 2”. i min(/k’,, Y,, ). rtl 3 (3.3) 
I-I 1=, 
i- I 
i min 
,=-I 
,ii, 
max 
G 
.(X,, Y,) CL fi max(.Y,, Y,,,,,) Cc’. fi max(X,, Y,, ,+, ); (3.4) 
,=I ,--I 
t maxtX,, Y,)C’ i max(8,, YE,,,)<” i max(X,, Y,, ,+,I: (3.5) 
I -- I ,= I I =~ I 
,l_I, (x’, + Y,) s?’ n (x,+y,,,,)e n (J,,+Y,, ,+I). (3.6) 
I -I ,=I 
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Proof: These results follow from Theorem 3.2 and the fact that the 
following functions are arrangement increasing: 
1. .f’,(x.y)= i .Y,!‘, 
-I .fJx, Y)’ fi -. min(s,, .)‘, ). 
3. .fdx, Y)’ f min(.u,, J’,). 
4. .fJx, y) = - fi mar,, I’,). 
/PI 
5. f&x, y)= ~ i max(s,, ~2,). 
,-I 
6. .f,(x,y)= -fi (s,+.v,). [ 
/- I 
The first inequality is a stochastic version of the rearrangement 
inequality of Hardy rt ~1. 161. Inequalities (3.2) and (3.3) are stochastic 
versions of those obtained by Jurkat and Ryser [8]. Inequalities (3.4))( 3.6) 
are stochastic versions of those obtained by Mint [12]. We note that the 
stochastic rearrangement inequalities we obtain contain as special cases 
their deterministic counterparts. Let x and y be vectors of nonnegative 
numbers. Let (X, Y ) be degenerate at (2, f ). Then (X, Y ) are stochastically 
similarly arranged and Theorem 3.3 yields for any arrangement increasing 
function the corresponding deterministic rearrangement inequality. 
Theorem 3.3 applies to a large number of pairs of random vectors (X, Y ). 
In Section 4 we present several useful results for obtaining pairs of random 
vectors which are stochastically similarly arranged. 
London [lo] generalized the results of Hardy ct (I/. [6] and Jurkat and 
Ryser [S] to obtain rearrangement inequalities for sums and products of 
functions having some convex properties. 
Let .y > 0 and J’ > 0. Define ,f(.y. 19) -,I’( 1 + J./S), where ,f’( r’) is convex for 
r>O and .f‘(l)<,f‘(:) for z > 1. Define g( s, ~3) = g( J>/.y). where g(: ) is 
convex for z 3 0 and g( 0 ) < g(z) for I 3 0. London has shown that ,f and g 
are positive set functions. A positive srt,ficzction is a nonnegative function 4 
defined on a subset Ax B of R’ satisfying ~(-u,..),,)-~(.~,,.),.!)- 
4(.Y,, .t’,) + c/I(.~?, I’~) 30 for all .y, < .v2 in A and .r’, <J’~ in B. Applying 
Theorem 3.2 we can obtain stochastic rearrangement inequalities for sums 
involving functions of the form ,T and g. 
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3.4. THEOREM. Let (X, Y) be stochasticYil1~~ sindurlj~ arranged. Let ,f und 
g satisjj? the conditions .stated uhme. Then 
,;, .f’(l + y,/x,)G”- 5 .f(l + Y,,,,/X,K” i ,f’(l + Y,, ,, ,/.I,,), 
,=-I ,-I 
i ,dY,/X,)d”” i g(Y,,,,I~,K”‘- i ,p(I’,, ,+,/A-,). 
,=I I- I ,=I 
As an example of a function statisfying the conditions on ,f; take j‘(r) 3 
log(: + 1 ). The function g(l) =; satisfies the conditions on g. Another 
example is the function g(z) = I log(: + 1 ). 
We conclude this section with an example of how Theorem 3.3 may be 
applied in reliability theory. This generalizes a result of Derman et (I/. [4] 
in the case where two vectors are involved. 
3.5. EXAMPLE. Suppose that we have two stockpiles of n units each. of 
two different types of components. From these stockpiles we are to 
construct II systems, each composed of a component of type 1 and a 
component of type 2 arranged in series. A component i of type .j has a 
random reliability P/, ,j= 1, 2, i= 1, _.., II. For the assembly which pairs the 
ith component of type 1 with the rr(i)th component of type 2, the average 
reliability of II systems is (l/n) 2 PI Pz,,,. If we assume that the random 
vectors P’ = (Pf , . . . . Pji) and P’ = (P;‘, . . . . Pz) are stochastically similarly 
arranged then inequality (3.1 ) states that the optimal assembly, in terms of 
average reliability of the n systems, is achieved when the ith component of 
type 1 is paired with the ith component of type 2. 
4. DENSITIES GOVERNING STOCHASTICALLI 
SIMILARLY ARRANGED RANDOM VECTORS 
The purpose of this section is to show that many multivariate densities of 
interest in statistical practice govern pairs of stochastically similarly 
arranged random vectors. In Theorem 4.2 below we show how to construct 
pairs of stochastically similarly arranged random vectors from independent 
random vectors with densities decreasing in transposition. Since a large 
number of well-known densities are arrangement increasing, this result 
provides many examples of pairs of stochastically similarly arranged ran- 
dom vectors. We need the following method for constructing positive set 
functions in arrangement and arrangement preserving kernels using 
nositive set functions. 
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4.1. THEOREM. Let q5 h u positioe .wt jirtwtion: 
(i) Jf’ ,/‘, urzd .fi arty jitnctions dwrtwsing in transposition, then 
,f(X, y) = & .f‘,( X), j;(y)) is a positice .wt jimcfion in arratigtwzmf. 
(ii ) Jf’ g, cm1 g, ure urrangertwnt increasing ,fimctiotzs fktm S,, x R” 
( R” x R”) info R, fkn A’( rc, x; 6, y ) E cj( g , (n, x ), g2( Q, y ) ) is un arrangetmtz~ 
presewittg kertiel. 
Proqf: The proof of (i) is omitted because it is quite simple. To prove 
(ii), we note that K is permutation invariant in (x, x) and in (0, y ) because 
both g, and g, are premutation invariant. Let K >‘I) n’, x >‘I! x’. u >“I IJ’, and 
y >“I y’ for any pair i<j. Then xn ’ >“I 11 xrc’ ’ and yo ’ >“!‘J yo’ ‘, 
where i, = n(i) < TC( ,j) =,j, and iz=a(i)<a(.i)=j2. We now have 
(z, x) 2” (x’, x ) and ((r, y ) 3” (o’y ). Since g,, sz are arrangement increasing 
and (n is a positive set function we conclude that d~d~K(a, x: (r. y) > 0. 1 
4.2. THEOREM. Let X und Y hr ittdrpendmt randottl wctors in R” euch 
huzing II dm.oit~* ,f imction rht is dwtwsing in trcrttspo.Firiotz. Then ( X, Y ) is 
.sloc.hustic.u1l~~ siniiltir!v urrmged. 
Proof: We note that if j’ is decreasing in transposition then j’( XII ’ ) is 
arrangement increasing in (R, x). The result follows immediately from 
Theorem 4.1 (ii) with &s. ~3) = .YJ. 1 
Hollander et ul. [6] have given many examples of arrangement increas- 
ing densities, They have shown that the class of such functions is closed 
under mixtures. compositions, and integral transformations. By 
Proposition 2.3, each arrangement increasing density corresponds to a 
density function which is decreasing in transposition. Thus we may use 
Theorem 4.1 to construct examples of pairs of stochastically similarly 
arranged random vectors. 
We next present a composition theorem for arrangement preserving ker- 
nels. This result is important in that it provides a method for generating 
new arrangement preserving kernels from known ones. 
4.3. THEOREM. Lc~t G uttcf H he rrrrnt~grttwtz~ presrrvitlg licrtrrls. Tkw 
A’(u,w;v,z)=~~G( U, x; v, y ) H( X, w; y. z I ttt( dx, dy ) is UII crrrangetrwttt 
pwscwittg kertwl. 
The proof is omitted because it is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.7. 
5, APPLIC.ATIONS 'ro TESTS 06 HYPOTHESIS 
In this section we use the theory of stochastic rearrangement inequalities 
to study a hypothesis testing problem. We begin with the following 
definition. 
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5.1. DEFINITION. Let (X, Y) be a pair of random vectors with joint den- 
sity ,f with respect to a permutation invariant measure and parameters 
(a, fi) E R” x R”. We say that (X, Y) are stochastically arranged like (a. 0) if 
,/h,e (x, y) is an arrangement preserving kernel in (a, x; fi, y). 
Theorem 4.1 provides a method for constructing many examples of pairs 
of random vectors which are stochastically arranged like (a, p) from 
independent random vectors with arrangement increasing densities. For 
example, if each of the independent random vectors X and Y has a mul- 
tinomial distribution then (X, Y) are stochastically arranged like (p,, p2), 
where p, and p1 are the respective parameters of the multinomial dis- 
tributions. 
We say that the vectors a and p are .sirtzi/arl~~ urrangd if UK = ci and 
fin = fi for some 71 E A’,,. We write this as a =’ fl. Using Theorem 5.2 below 
we can test the hypothesis that the parameters a and 0 are similarly 
arranged. 
5.2. THEOREM. !f‘ (X, Y) are .stot.hstic.al!,~ arranged l&-e (a, p) and 4, i.y 
(III arrangenzent incrrusing ,fitnc.tiort. then E,,, c+h( X, Y ) is urrun~ewwnt 
incwu.sittg in (a, p ). 
Proof: The result follows immediately from Theorem 2.8. 1 
Let (X, Y) be stochastically arranged like the parameters (a. p). 
Throughout the remainder of this section let U,,,,,,, be the orbit of fixed 
(a,,, PO). Consider testing the hypothesis 
H,,: a =’ p against H<,: a #‘ P. 
where (a, PI E o,,,,.,i. Note that under Ho, (a, fl) E 0 “,,, B,, is a maximal 
element in the arrangement ordering. Let 4 be an arrangement increasing 
function and define the test T,) by 
if 4(x, y) < \’ 
if 4(x, y) = 1’ 
otherwise. 
The null hypothesis is rejected with probability T+(x, y) if (x, y) is obscr- 
ved. The constants 1’ and ;J (0 < 7 < 1) are chosen to give the desired level of 
the test. 
Let B,(a, fJ) be the power function of the test T,, that is, 
B&a, B) = Ea., T,CX, Y ). 
Since - T,(x, y) is arrangement increasing in (x, y ), it follows from 
Theorem 5.2 that the test T4 is unbiased for testing H,, against H,,. 
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We give an example of how this result may be applied to contingency 
table analysis. Suppose we ask a group of people selected at random 
to indicate the preference for one among h- different objects. If the group 
consists of males (Group 1) and females (Group 2), say, we may be 
interested in whether or not these two groups have similarly arranged 
preferences. If we condition jointly on N,, the total number of males, 
and on N,. the total number of females (the fixed row totals case in 
contingency tables), the numbers of preferences (cell frequencies) (II,, n?) = 
(W,], n,‘. . . . . lZlh, 111,. . . . . r12r) may be interpreted as an observation from 
M(p, , n, ) M(p,, n,), the product of two multinomial densities with 
probabilities PI = (PI,. . . ..17Ik) and p2 = (Pz, 1 . . . . fJl/, 1; Ix= I PII= 
xf=, pL, = I, Suppose that we are interested in testing the hypothesis 
H,,: PI =’ P: against Ho: PI +” p.1, 
where (p,, p?) E Op,, and the vector p. E R” x R” may or may not be known. 
As we have noted above, (n,, n,) is stochastically arranged like (p,, pz). 
Thus a test of H,, against H,, is unbiased if the test statistic is an 
arrangement increasing function. For example, the test which rejects H,, if 
Et_ , H,,H?~ < L’ for an appropriate c is unbiased for testing H,, against H,,. 
A similar result follows if we condition only on N. the total number of per- 
sons in the group. The numbers of preferences (II,, n,) may be interpreted 
as an observation from a multinomial distribution K(p,, n, ; p?, n,) with 
probabilities p,, , ,._, plh, p2 ,,..., pJk; Cf;--, (p,,+~~,)=l. Since K is an 
arrangement preserving kernel, then by Theorem 2.8 we also have that a 
test of H,, against H,, based on an arrangement increasing test statistic is 
unbiased. 
We conclude this section by listing some well-known statistics which arc 
arrangement increasing: 
1. Produc~t nlonlent correlutiorl. Pearson’s product moment 
correlation coefficient is given by 
r= c,. , (.u, - -y, I(?!, - -1’, 1 
(C,.,!.u,-.\-,)‘C,.,(?‘,-?‘;)‘)I’ 
7 Spemmun’s ~1. Spearman’s 0 is given by -.
/,=Z,., (r,-r,)(s,-s,) 
IL., (r,--,I2 ’ 
where r, is the rank of X, and s, is the rank of J’,. Spearman’s p can be 
viewed as the sample correlation coefficient computed for the ranks. 
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3. Kendall’s T. Kendall’s correlation coefficient r is given by 
,I I ,1 
T = 1 1 ((s,, “,I 5(!,, ?,,I> 
,=I , -itI 
where 
i 
1. 
((u. h) = 
if (u--h)>0 
- 1, if (u-h)<O. 
4. A general corrrlatiolz cogffkient ?f’Dunicls. Daniels [-?I offers the 
following quantity as a general measure of correlation where x and y may 
be either the observations or their ranks: 
ci = c,., 4.x-,, .I-,)h(.r,,?‘,) 
(C,,,a’(x,, s,)C,.,h’(.~,,.v,)) ” 
where u(x,J,)= +(.\.,,I,), h(~,,,j.,)= -h(>,,,.r,). and u(.~~,.y,) and 
h( J,, J,,) are nondecreasing with increasing rank separation. 
5. The p&rant test. Let x, y be either the observations or their 
ranks. Let x,,,,~(Y,,,~~) denote the median of xl. . . . . I,, (J,, . . . . . ,t’,, ). The 
quadrant statistic is the sum 
p = i u( x,) h( J’, ), 
I-I 
where 
i 
0, 
u( x,) = 
if s, 6 xmed 
1, if s, > xmcd 
(5.1 1 
and h( J‘,) is similarly defined. 
6. Blonzqztist 2 quudrant test ji)r positiw msociution. Blomquist 
proposed the following test for positive association: 
fl= i [a,(r,)h,(~,)+n,(.\-,)hl(?,,)], 
,--I 
where u, and h, are defined in (5.1). (17= 1 -cl,, and h,= I-h,. 
7. Scores tests of Bhuchongkzd. Bhuchongkul [ 11 proposed a class of 
rank tests based on statistics of the form 
CJ = i A(r,) B(s,), 
!=I 
where .4 and B are nondecreasing functions. 
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Daniels [3 ] correlation coefficient includes as special cases. r, p, and T 
by appropriate choices of u and h. 
The statistic 0 in (7) above reduces to Spearman’s p by taking 
‘4(i) = B(i) = i. This test also includes the normal scores test of Fisher and 
Yates by taking ,4(r,) (B(s,)) to be the r,th (.r,th) standard normal order 
statistic. 
6. APPLICATIONS TO RANKING PROBLEMS 
In this section we obtain results applicable to ranking problems in non- 
parametric statistics. In Theorem 6.2 below we show that the results we 
obtained in Section 5 also hold for test statistics based on ranks. 
By a trtrn.~fbn)zutiorl we mean a mapping from R” into R” of the form 
t(x)= (t,(x). . . . . t,,(x)), where t,. . . . . t,, are functions on R”. We write -x for 
the vector ( -.y,. . . . . -.v,,). 
6.1. DEFINITION. Let t be a transformation from R” into R”. Then t is 
called a rmk-like (rtwrsc rank-like>) trrln.~forr?lation if it satisfies: 
(i J t(xrc) = t(x) IT for all E[E S,,. and 
(ii) t(x)=‘x(f(x)=‘--x). 
One example of a rank-like transformation (which motivates the name 
“rank-like”) is the rd ot&r trLm.~~orrMLltion, important in nonparametric 
statistics. The rank order transformation is the transformation 
r(x) = (r,(x), . . . . r,,(x)), where r,(x) is the rank of s, among x,. . . . . s,,; in the 
case of tied .X’S, average ranks are used. The vector r(x) is called the rmk 
order of x. Another example is the transformation f(x) = (.f(s,), . . . ..f’(.u.,)), 
where f’ is an increasing function. If ./‘ is decreasing then j’(x) is a reverse 
rank-like transformation. 
We obtain the following result concerning rank-like transformations. 
6.2. THEOREM. Let (X, Y) hr stod~usticull~~ urrungerl like (a, fi). Let r 
md s hr either both rank-like or both rewrse rank-like tranyfbrmations. Then 
(R, S) = (r(X), s(Y )) are stochasticull~~ cwran& like (a, fI). 
Procff We need to show that P,,B(R=u,S=v)=J’Si,,,,=u,r,J) ,: 
f&(x, y) W& hi y 1 1s an arrangement preserving kernel in (a, u; fi, v). Let 
rr, CJ E S,,. Then 
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= CI Ir(‘i)-u.sly) -,) fU.&x. Y 1 Mdx, dy) 
=P,,p(R=u,S=v). 
Hence P a,B (R = II, S = v) is permutation invariant in (a, p) and in (p, v). 
Suppose a, d x,, II, < u,, 8, d 11,. and I!, d L:, for a fixed pair of i < i, Then 
Since r and s are either both rank-like or both reverse rank-like transfor- 
mations we have either s, 6 .y, and J’, dj’, or I, 3 s, and J’,>J’, in the 
domain of integration. The integrand is nonnegative by hypothesis. 1 
It is now straightforward to show that the results in Section 5 also hold 
for statistics based on ranks. Corollary 6.3 below gives power results about 
certain rank tests for testing the conformity of two parameter sets. 
6.3. COROLLARY. Let eucl~ of’ tkr N rmdowI rvctors (X,, Y,). i = 1, . . . . N, 
hr .~toclmticdly nrrarqyd like tkr pararnrtrr (a, p) E R” x R”. Let R, he t/w 
runh- order c?f’ vector X, und S, he the runk order qf’ vector Y ,. Let ,f hr UH 
urrungrnwnt increasing ,fimc.tion on R” x R”. If SI , < < TX,, , /1, 6 < [j,, . 
und (JT,, a,) 3” (IT,‘. 0:) ,fbr i= 1, . . . . N, then tlw distrihlrtiorl of’ Cr,f’(R,, S,) 
w&n euch (X,, Y, ) Ilus purmietrrs (an,, fro, ) is .vtoc.liustit~all~~ lurgw tllun the 
distrihlltion of‘~;” ,f( R,, S,) ,cGn euch (X,, Y,) bus pururwters (an:, $0,‘). 
Note that the vectors (X,, Y,) can have different densities d,, and the d,‘s 
need not be joint densities of independent random variables. A useful 
application of the above result arises in testing for the existence of positive 
dependence between two time series. 
6.4. EXAMPLE. Studies of air pollution have shown that automobile 
exhaust is the major source of lead air pollution in many urban areas. It is 
believed that automobile exhaust is also the major source of bromine 
pollution in the atmosphere. For a particular city, we wish to determine 
whether automobile exhaust is the predominant source of both of these two 
pollutants or, alternatively, whether other sources are responsible for 
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bromine pollution. Suppose C;I, and /?, are the concentrations of lead and 
bromine at time i, i= 1, . . . . n. We test 
H,,: a =’ fl against H,,: a #‘ $, 
where (a. PI E om,,.B,,. Rejection of H,, would indicate that sources other 
than automobile exhaust contribute to the bromine pollution. 
If the observations L on lead and B on bromine are stochastically 
arranged like (a, p), then a test using an arrangement increasing test 
statistic based on the rank of L and B is unbiased against H,. Non- 
parametric tests for this type of comovement between time series have been 
proposed by Moore and Wallis [ 131 and Goodman and Grunfeld [S]. 
Suppose the measurements L and B are subject to errors X and Y. Let X 
and Y be independent with X - MVN(0, I,) and Y - MVN(0, Z,), where 
for crf > 0, 0 < /I, d I. i = 1, 2. Note that the density function of the mul- 
tivariate normal distribution has the property that h(t - s) is arrangement 
increasing in (t, s). If the random vectors (X, Y) and (L, B) are indepen- 
dent. then by Theorems 4.1 and 4.3, (L + X, B + Y) is stochastically 
arranged like (a, p) and, as before, a test using an arrangement increasing 
test statistic based on the ranks of L + X and B + Y is unbiased against H(,. 
7. GLOSSARY OF TERMINOLWY 
The following are arranged in order of appearance: 
rt >‘I’ ?T’ 
?T 3’ lr’ 
i 
x >“’ x’ 
x 3’ x’ 
Q,., 
0,’ 
lx. y) 2” (x’. y’) 
Function decreasing in transposition 
Arrangement increasing function 
Permutation invariant function 
,I I’, 
Positive set function in arrangement 
Arrangement preserving kernel 
Definition 2.2 
Definition 2.2 
Definition 2.4 
Definition 2.6 
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(X, Y) are stochastically similarly arranged 
Positive set function 
Definition 3.1 
Section 5 
(X, Y ) are stochastically arranged like (a, t3 ) 
a=‘fi 
Section 6 
Rank-like (reverse rank-like) transformation 
Definition 5.1 
Definition 6.1 
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